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Recent work in the area of cognitive research in mathematics education focuses on 
detailed examinations of the learning process of students and how this process is affected by 
current innovations in the classroom, including collaborative learning and the use of computers 
and interactive software. Much of this work is supported by the learning framework of 
constructivism, a school of thought which is based on the work and writings of Jean Piaget. 
Piaget, a French psychologist in the mid-twentieth century, observed the learning behavior of 
children and concluded that individuals construct their own knowledge by creating mental 
structures which explain their perspectives on the world. According to constructivists, learning 
takes place when new information is assimilated into a person's mental structures, or when new 
structures are formed to accommodate experience which does not 'fit' into the old structures. 
From this point of view, learning is primarily an individual process, motivated by the interaction 
between a student's beliefs and what he/she experiences. Constructivists in mathematics 
education encourage teachers to move from concrete to abstract representations of a concept, in 
order to help students build accurate mental constructions. This approach is often seen in 
elementary mathematics classes, where students work with manipulative objects before dealing 
with abstract operations such as addition and multiplication. Higher level concepts, such as those 
studied in calculus, are often more difficult to present in a concrete fashion. In a similar sense to 
the use of manipulatives in younger grades, interactive technology may provide an environment 
for undergraduate students to physically explore and become familiar with the concepts of 
calculus using the mouse and other tools on a computer screen. According to constructivist 
theory, students 'learn' when they refine or change their mental constructions once their 
experience, rather than instruction, convinces them that their existing constructions are 
insufficient. Interactive computer environments may provide the experiential setting for this 
learning to take place. 
The socio-historic school of thought is based on Lev Vygotsky's work in the Soviet 
Union in the 1920's and 1930's and suggests quite a different motivation for learning than the 
individual mental conflict suggested by Piaget. Vygotsky maintained that learning is primarily a 
social process, in which the student changes his/her behavior and beliefs in order to reach the 
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level of a teacher or more knowledgeable figure. Vygotsky defmes a child's "zone of proximal 
development" to be the difference between a child's current cognitive level and his/her potential 
level. Learning takes place when a goal is offered which is within the child's zone of proximal 
development, the child moves up to the level of the teacher by reaching the goal, and a new goal 
is offered. According to this school of thought, the social interaction that draws the student up to 
the cognitive level of the teacher is a more significant impetus for learning than cognitive conflict 
within an individual. Advocates of this school have also speculated that learning can take place 
within a peer group in collaborative learning, when peers alternate in the "teacher" role. 
These two schools of thought, constructivism and the socio-historic school, set forth 
frameworks for learning which appear to be at separate ends of a spectrum. Taken separately, 
both Piaget and Vygotsky fail to explain aspects of the learning process. Piaget does not address 
the role of peer interaction in learning: "his methodological commitments led him to define 
development in terms of an individual's activities carried out in relation to his or her 
environment. This resulted in people and objects being treated as equally significant members of 
a child's environment." ( Confrey, 1991) On the other hand, Vygotsky' s model does not seem to 
allow for original or self-motivated learning: "Vygotsky is strikingly silent on how one builds up 
an awareness of objects through manipulation of them. Explanations are notably absent of how 
divergent and innovative thinking can occur (ie alternative beliefs) or how beliefs persist that are 
'in error' in relation to accepted beliefs of a society (ie misconceptions)" (Confrey, 1991) 
Recent cognitive research suggests that, in fact, these two schools of thought may come together, 
particularly in an interactive software environment. According to Smith and Confrey (1991), 
"although constructivist and socio-historic approaches to cognition have, at times, been 
interpreted as offering opposing viewpoints, it is suggested that there is a potential 
complementarity, particularly in the area of collaborative peer learning, since researchers in 
neither area have as yet offered a strong explanatory model for how students jointly construct 
mathematical knowledge." The primary goal ofthis study was to lay the foundation for a 
collaborative learning model by gaining insight into the cognitive processes of students working 
together in an interactive software environment, with particular consideration of issues raised by 
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the socio-historic and constructivist schools of thought. 
Method: 
The research problem was to analyze the strategies and misconceptions of nine pairs of 
students as they collaborated on five problems involving the graphical relationship between 
functions and their derivatives, using the interactive software Mathwright. The researcher sought 
to answer the following questions through observations of student pairs: 
1) What knowledge or information did pairs of students retrieve and use as they 
approached specific problems involving graphs of functions and their 
derivatives? 
2) What strategies did pairs of students use to solve these problems? 
3) What misconceptions about the graphical relationship between a function and 
its derivative were evident, and what were the sources of these 
misconceptions? 
4) What factors contributed to the successful resolution of misconceptions, if this 
resolution occurred? 
5) What factors contributed to the unsuccessful resolution of misconceptions, if 
this occurred? 
Data for answering these questions were collected by observing nine pairs of students as 
they worked on five graphing problems using a Mathwright 'book', or collection of screens, as 
an interactive computer microworld. Students worked in pairs on these graphing problems for 
approximately one hour. The sessions were video-taped, and written transcripts of their 
conversations were made. The researcher analyzed the strategies and/or misconceptions of the 
pairs, looking particularly for consistent patterns of behavior, which may form the basis for a 
collaborative learning model. 
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i ' Computer Software: 
Each of the five problems the students worked on was designed to be interactive, meaning 
that students could choose certain values using the mouse or keyboard and see the results of their 
choices. In the first problem, students were shown the graph of the function y=!.(x3 _ 9x) and 
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asked questions which involved comparing the derivatives at particular points and describing the 
behavior of the derivative, or slope, over an interval. On the screen, the students could move the 
mouse along the horizontal scroll bar, and the arrow in the graph window traced the function as 
they moved the mouse. When the students clicked on the button "Compute Slope", the value of 
the slope of the tangent line at the arrow was displayed in the textfield, and the point (x,f(x)) 
was plotted in the graph window to the right. The computer screen and written questions are 
shown in figure 1. 
Problem 1 : Slope of a curve at a point 
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The slop e of the tangent lineal x--2.6 is 3.9 . 
The point ( -2.6. 39 ) is shown in the graph window ttl the right 
Written Questions: 
a) Is the slope of the curve greater at point c or point d? 
b) Find a point on the curve where the slope is zero, or close to zero. Mark this point on 
the above graph. 
c) From x=a to x=b, is the slope of the curve increasing, decreasing, or staying the same? 
d) Sketch a graph of the slope of the function. 
~ . i 
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For the second problem, the graph of the function y = 5 cos(x)+2 is shown in blue and the 
graph of its derivative y = -5 sin(x) is shown in red, both on the same coordinate plane. The 
students were not given the equation of either function, and they were asked to decide which was 
the graph of the original function and which was the graph of the derivative. Moving the mouse 
along the horizontal scroll bar, the students could trace either function, or both, and the 
coordinates of the x-value, y-value, and slope are shown in textfields. See figure 2 below. 
Problem 2: Red and Blue FWlctions 
Trace the red cwve, the blue cwve, or both Cll!Ves at once by checking the 
appropriate boxes below Wlder 'Trace". 
Trace: 
Red Curve llll i 
! 






y= 11.202 1 
slope= I· 7976 I stope= 1·4.936 I .__ __ ___. 
Problem 3 is identical to problem 2, except that the red function is y _4_x--=- and the blue 
3+x4 
function is its derivative y . See figure 3. 
Problem 3: Red and Blue FWlctions 
Trace the red cwve, the blue cwve. or both cwves at once by checking the 
appropriate boxes below Wlder 'Trace" 
.----.--;;;,_,----------, Trace: 






y= 1-.4721 I 
slope= ~ 
~~ to'\hln I,I<Y~u I 
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The fourth problem showed students a series of pairs of graphs, and they were asked 
whether it was 'true' or 'false' that the function to the right was the derivative of the function to 
the left. After determining their answer, the pair was able to see the answer on the screen and 
compare it with their own. Using the scroll bar, students could simultaneously trace both 
functions The graphs for part a are shown in Figure 4, in which the correct answer is 'true'. 
Problem 4: True or False 
Is it true or false that the graph shown on the right represents the slope of 





On the fifth problem, students could use the mouse to sketch their own function, by 
clicking on ten points on the screen. The computer sketched a polynomial which approximately 
interpolated the chosen points, and then its derivative was drawn in an adjoining graph window. 
Using this tool, the students were asked to sketch a function whose derivative had certain 
properties, as shown in Figure 5. 
Problem 5: Sketch your own function 
Draw a function in the graph window on the right by clicking on "Choose Points" 
and clicking on 10 points in the left graph window. When you have finished, the 
computer will sketch your function, along with a sketch of its slope in the window 





a) Sketch a function which is always increasing but whose slope is always decreasing. 
b) Sketch a function whose slope has the shape shown below: 
:o.:J 
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Analysis of Results: 
The researcher sought to analyze the results of the problem-solving sessions by 
identifying the knowledge, strategies, and misconceptions which were common among the pairs 
of students. The most common piece of information used among the nine pairs was the fact that 
the graph of the derivative function has an x-intercept at all points where the function has a 
derivative of zero. All of the students used this information in some way as they approached the 
problems, and they often used other strategies only when this information did not work or was 
not sufficient. The use ofthis information can be seen clearly in several students' written 
answers for problem 2, in which the red function is the derivative of the blue function: 
Session 1: We chose the blue function as the original function and the red 
function as the derivative function. At the point (3,-3), the slope of the blue 
function is 0. At this point, the red function goes through the x-axis, 
corresponding to the original function's point. 
Session 3: Red is slope. Blue is function. When you look at both graphs where 
their slopes equal 0, only the red graph had an x-intercept at that same coordinate. 
Virtually all of the pairs of students used this relationship between points of a function 
with a horizontal slope and x-intercepts of the function's derivative as the basis of their initial 
strategy to each problem. They used other information and strategies only when they recognized 
that this strategy was not sufficient to solve the problem. All of the students in the study were 
able to extend this knowledge to what the researcher refers to as the 'point-wise' relationship 
between the two graphs. That is, they understood how to find the slope of a function at a 
particular point, and they used this knowledge to varying degrees as they approached the 
problems, particularly problem 1. Consider the following example of a pair's conversation on 
problem 1, part c: 
A: Well, let's click on it. 8.7 and 2.9 (Student A uses the button on the screen to 
compute the slope at point a, where the slope is 8. 7 and point b, where the 
slope is 2.9) 
B: So it's decreasing [referring to the slope ofthe function] 
A: It's decreasing. 
On problems 2 and 3, four of the pairs recognized that the slope of a function at a 
particular point corresponds to they-value of the derivative at that point. Once they recognized 
this, it was very easy to identify the original function and the derivative. This strategy is 
illustrated below for problem 2: 
A: (moves the mouse and traces both curves for a short distance) Hey, look 
(points to numbers on the bottom of the screen.) The slope ofthe blue is 5.658, 
and they of the red is 5.658. 
B:Oh. 
A: So I think the red is ... 
B: is the function? 
A: No, is the, uh, slope. 
B: Is the slope? 
A: Is the slope. Right? 
B: Oh, right, I see what you mean. Cause this is the slope and this is the plot of 
the point. Yeah. We got it then. Wow, this is so neat. Ok. 
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Other pairs who did not understand this relationship had a difficult time with problems 2 and 3, 
particularly problem 3, in which the strategy of matching points with 'zero slope' of one function 
to x-intercepts of the other did not work. Another common strategy was to consider intervals 
over which one function was increasing or decreasing and check to see if the derivative, or the 
graph they were assuming was the derivative, remained above or below the x-axis over the 
appropriate interval. Seven of the nine pairs used this relationship in some way. Two excerpts 
illustrate common answers to problem 4, part b, in which it was 'false' that the graph on..the right 
was the derivative of the graph on the left. 
Session 2: False, the slope is always decreasing [meaning negative?] for the graph 
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on the left but the graph for the slope is always positive. 
Session 3: False. When the slope on the left graph is negative, the graph on the 
right is above the x-axis, which is incorrect. 
The researcher also identified misconceptions which were evident as the students worked, 
and the apparent sources of these misconceptions. One of the most prevalent misconceptions 
was that a function and its derivative always increase and decrease together, which is termed 
"assumptions of resemblance" by Nemirovsky and Rubin (1992). For example, in problem 1, 
four of the pairs incorrectly concluded that the slope increased from point a to point b, 
presumably because the function increased over that interval. Another possibility is that they 
said the slope was increasing because, at any point in the interval, the tangent line to the curve 
was increasing since its slope was positive. This misconception was compounded by the fact that 
the students often used incorrect language: they said the slope was "negative", for instance, when 
they probably meant "decreasing". This was particularly confusing since the students were not 
only thinking through the problem themselves, they were trying to convince their partner, who 
was often also using imprecise language. Consider the following example from one student pair 
as they worked on problem 4, part c: 
A: Here, well, we have a decreasing slope here [referring to the left graph for 
x<2]. That's it, here [same place] the slope is positive and the thing's negative 
[referring to the right graph for x<2, which is decreasing, not negative] 
B: What's negative? 
A: Urn, something. This becomes negative (pointing to the right curve, where it is 
decreasing but above the x-axis.) 
B: Oh, ok. 
In this example, student A realized that the graphs corresponded because when the left-
curve had a positive, decreasing slope, the right curve decreased. However, her use of the words 
"thing" and "negative" made her explanation very poor, and she repeated it by saying "This 
becomes negative", even though the slope function there decreased but was not negative. This 
type of 'sloppy language' was used often by students in the study and has important implications 
about the role of social interaction in collaborative learning. 
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Another example of a misconception involving language can be seen as one pair worked 
on problems 2 and 3. Student A, who was the weaker student in terms of performance in class 
and the confidence level he expressed as he worked, was able to make the graphical connection 
between the function and the derivative after seeing the computer output in problem 1. On 
problem 2, this student recognized that there was a correspondence between they-value of the 
red curve and the slope value of the blue curve and suggested that this meant the red function 
was the derivative. His partner, student B, agreed at first, but then seemed uncomfortable with 
the fact that student A did not express his ideas in the 'mathematical' language they used in class. 
Consider their conversation: 
A: It seems right. 
B: All we're saying, cause like the slope of the red line is like that on the blue 
line, therefore the red line is the, the blue line is the slope. That's all we're 
saying, you know, we're not really explaining it. It has to do with something 
about the function itself. We're not even talking about the function itself. See, 
we're not even talking about it, like, why, see if the function's increasing here, 
you know that ... you know how there's a relationship. As f(x) is increasing, 
f (x) is concave up, not concave up ... 
Student A continued to insist that his reasoning made sense and the pair eventually 
decided on student A's answer, which was correct. However, student B still expressed hesitation 
about the fact that their answer lacked the correct terms. As he wrote down the answer, the pair 
had the following conversation, which indicated that neither student understood what the 
'mathematical' language really means: 
B: You know, we're never, the weirdest thing, how come we've been studying 
math for I don't know how many years, we've been studying slope and 
derivatives I don't know for how long, and yet they never tell us that maybe 
the y and the slope are like each other. 
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A: Maybe they did. 
B: No, I doubt they did. What if it could be that easy, you know? Why go to 
class? 
A: See, for me, that's a good enough reason. I know there's not like some quick 
theorem or something behind it, but that's the same way number 1 was done. 
B: Do you understand what I'm saying? No teacher has ever come up and told us 
y= ... 
A: Maybe they have. Maybe we just weren't paying close enough attention. 
Maybe it wasn't on a computer screen like this. 
B: But they could draw it on the board just as easy. 
In addition to illustrating how students' language affects their understanding, this excerpt 
also suggests that interactive software can play a powerful role in the learning process of students 
as they work together. Throughout this pair's conversation, student A continually referred to the 
computer screen as the basis for his argument, and he was able to use the interactive nature of the 
Mathwright page to show his partner that the correspondence he noticed was true at all points in 
the domain of the function. Analysis of the student pairs in this study indicates that students do 
use and benefit from the concrete manipulation available in an interactive software environment. 
In fact, this environment may be critical for resolving misconceptions. 
One of the dangers inherent in collaborative learning is that students may actually regress 
in understanding when they work together, if one student is able to lead a partner away from a 
correct understanding. In 1986, Jonathan Tudge examined pairs of elementary school students 
as they worked in pairs on problems involving the concept of conservation. Tudge found that, 
when pairs were unequally matched, meaning that a pre-conservationist was paired with a 
conservationist, the students were as likely to regress during the collaborative session as they 
were to move forward (Tudge, 1986). A significant result of the researcher's study is that there 
was no instance in any of the sessions in which it was evident that an individual regressed in 
understanding as a result of the pair's conversation. Whenever a student who had a clear, correct 
understanding of a concept was questioned by his/her partner, the student was able to maintain 
the correct conception or belief, using tools on the computer screen to validate his/her ideas. In 
the following example, as one pair worked on problem 2, student B had a clear understanding of 
how to approach the problem, but her partner was confused and almost succeeded in confusing 
student B: 
B: But if we want to graph this function's derivative (points to blue curve), its 
slope, and it looks like that (points to red curve), then that's the derivative 
(indicates red curve) and that's the original function (points to blue curve). So 
I was just looking at (points to red arrow on red curve which is still pointing to 
the point (1.5,-5)), this would be a major point, here, ifl was going to sketch its 
derivative. And so its zero, here, at, urn, ... , that's pretty close. 
A: Yeah. 
B: And we're saying y=-5, so I would graph, ok, how would I graph this? Ok, so 
it wants to go through the x at -5, so we already know that that's not good. 
A: No. Would it be -5 on they-axis? 
B: -5 on they-axis? (On scrap paper, she draws a coordinate plane and plots the 
point (0,-5) but then later erases the point). Why did I just get totally confused? 
Hang on. (Turns back to first problem on answer sheet). Here its zero, and, 
oh, (points back to screen), here it's zero, at this x, 1.5, so we want 1.5, that's 
that. So we already know its not that one (points to blue curve), cause that one 
doesn't go through (points to x-axis). So this must be the derivative (points to 
red curve) ... let's try the other one. It is zero, ok, (turns off trace of red curve 
and turns on trace of blue curve. She traces the blue curve to the point x=O, 
and then gives mouse to Student A who tries to get closest to the curve at x=O) 
Student B could have completely lost her train of thought after student A's input, but it seemed 
that the previous work she had done and her access to the computer screen allowed her to 
'retrace' her strategy and resolve her confusion. 
The most valuable role of social interaction in this study seemed to be that collaboration 
encouraged the students to verbalize their own ideas as they worked. Even when it seemed clear 
that students were not really understanding their partner, they still benefitted from the 
opportunity to verbalize their own thoughts. Consider the following excerpt of a pair's 
conversation as they worked on problem 2: 
B: The slope of the blue one is 0.9197, and that means that this point, the same 
point on the red one, should be at 0. 9197, right? 
A: Why? 
B: Cause if the red is the graph of the slope, of the blue slope, then ifthe blue 
slope is 0.9, then the red should be at 0.9. Does that make sense? 





A: I just think the blue is the function, because I'm looking at the critical point, 
like right there, there's a zero. (She points to all ofthe points where the blue 
curve has a horizontal tangent, and the red curve crosses the x-axis.) What 
would we do to prove it? 
B: It's the same way for the red one. See, right here, it's zero. (She points to two 
places where the red curve has a horizontal tangent and the blue curve is close 
to, but not exactly crossing, the x-axis.) 
A: Yeah, forget that. 
B: I think that if you say, if you forget about the red one for a minute, and just 
look at the blue curve, and it's telling us that the slope there is 0.9197, so if you 
were drawing the graph of this, of the slope, you'd put a red point right there, 
right? 
A: Right. 
B: and then if you went (moves mouse) The slope of the blue one here is 4.6, and 
the red one is up here, at 4.6. See that? 
A: Yeah. 
B: So that's where you'd put the slope. Do you understand? 
A: Yeah, I think that's right. 
B: Because if you did it the other way, if you said you're graphing the slope of the 
red one, the slope is 1.8, but the blue line isn't there, it's at 0, or just about 0, 
when it should be up here. 
A: So you're saying red is the function, right? 
B: Not red is the function, red is the .. 
A: I mean derivative. You know, ifwe're looking at it, ifwe're saying blue will 
be the function, from this point to this point, f(x) is increasing, so that also 
means that the derivative will also be increasing. But it's not. It's right where 
the derivative ... you see what I'm saying? If we take this section right here 
and if we say red is f(x) and that that has a positive slope, so the derivative's 
going to be .. Oh, wait. I'm doing it, I'm thinking of this wrong. Slope of the 
derivative doesn't matter, whether it's above or below the x-axis. 
B: Right, it's whether it's increasing or decreasing. 
A: Right, so we're saying blue is f(x), then that's increasing, so it'll be above, 
yeah, right. 
The individuals in this pair actually used quite different strategies as they approached this 
problem. Student Bused the numerical correspondence between the slope values of the blue 
function and they-value of the red function to determine that the red function was the derivative 
of the blue function. Student A listened to her partner's strategy, but never fully understood or 
accepted it, and in the end Student A used a different strategy, comparing intervals where the 
blue function was increasing with intervals where the red function was positive, to arrive at the 
same conclusion. Although the students used different strategies, their conversation was 
valuable because each of them was able to clarify her own understanding by thinking out loud. 
Conclusions: 
The primary purpose of this study was to lay the foundation for the development of a model 
which describes how pairs of students learn about the graphical relationship between functions 
and their derivatives in an interactive software environment. A secondary purpose was to 
provide insight about the extent to which the constructivist and socio-historic models explained 
the learning behavior of the students in the study. The researcher's analysis indicates that the 
students in the study drew on a common knowledge base as they worked on the five problems 
they were given. The most common relationship between the graph of a function and the graph 
of its derivative which students used is that the derivative has an x-intercept whenever the 
function has a slope of zero at a point. The students sometimes relied on this information too 
heavily and were not aware of alternative relationships or strategies. Perhaps this relationship is 
emphasized too early in calculus courses, giving students information which is so easy to 
recognize on a graph that they do not see the need to learn about the function and its derivative at 
other points or over given intervals. Another relationship used by the students involved the 
position of the derivative above or below the x-axis when a function is increasing or decreasing. 
When students used this relationship, they were considering the behavior of the function and 
derivative over intervals rather than at specific points. On the five problems the students 
completed, this strategy was usually effective when it was applied correctly. 
The knowledge students used naturally led to their choice of strategy as they approached each 
problem. Students used both numerical and graphical information provided on the screen, and 
they often began the problems by identifying the x-intercepts ofthe derivative or looking for 
intervals over which the function was increasing or decreasing. These were the two most 
common strategies used to approach the problems. Other strategies included calculating or 
estimating the value of the derivative at specific points and comparing the numerical values for 
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the coordinates and slope at particular x-values. Several of the misconceptions which were 
evident seemed to involve the language used by one or both of the students in the pair. Some 
students believed that the graph of a function and its derivative should increase and decrease 
together over corresponding intervals, and their confusion was compounded by their misuse of 
the terms 'increasing', 'decreasing', 'positive', and 'negative' when describing a function. It is 
clear from this study that educators need to deal with students' misuse of language in calculus, 
especially if students are encouraged to share their thoughts with each other and work 
collaboratively. 
According to the socio-historic learning model, social interaction is critical for motivating 
students to move from one cognitive level to another. When an instructor leads the learning 
process, the nature of the interaction can be directed to avoid misconceptions, but this direction 
may be lost when students work together without feedback from an instructor. The results of this 
study suggest that social interaction can play an important role in helping students clarify their 
thoughts and resolve misconceptions. The researcher hypothesizes that the primary benefit of 
social interaction may be that it motivates students to refine their own thoughts in order to 
express them in words, rather than providing them with new information from a partner. This 
conclusion is significantly different from the emphasis of much research into cooperative 
learning, which focuses on the pair's shared knowledge and learning rather than the refinement 
oftheir individual mental constructions. It may be that the confusing use of language mentioned 
earlier explains the students' tendencies to clarify their own thoughts in their conversations, 
rather than attempt to understand their partner's ideas, which were often not clearly stated. If this 
is true, substantially different results and effects of collaborative learning may be observed in 
other areas of mathematics where the students do not have language difficulties. 
The interactive software used in the study provided students with a testing ground for their 
ideas. On the computer screen, students could try their strategies and refine their mental 
constructions through physical manipulation of the variables involved. This opportunity for 
concrete, physical manipulation of variables is a key element of constructivist learning theory, 
and this study suggests that interactive software was extremely valuable to the students as a 
resource which they used often and interpreted correctly. It is particularly significant that the 
combination of collaboration and interactive software in the study allowed the students to 
experience the benefits of social interaction and communication while avoiding the tendency to 
become 'sidetracked' and regress in understanding. The software served as a feedback source, 
similar to the role of an instructor in the classroom. 
In conclusion, the results of this study suggest that a collaborative learning environment in 
which carefully designed interactive software is available to pairs of students is rich in 
opportunities for the students to communicate, explore their ideas, and refine their understanding 
of a concept. Aspects of both the socio-historic and constructivist models of the learning process 
are seen in this setting, and a new model which incorporates both of these schools may be 
necessary to explain collaborative learning in an interactive software environment. This study 
provides information which may form the basis for such a model; in particular, the study points 
to certain areas of the learning process, such as the use of language and the role of collaboration 
and interactive software, which need to be studied further before a learning model is proposed. 
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